Automatic Budgeting

Takes the guesswork out of budgeting so employees can stay on top of bills.

Bills and paychecks don't always play nicely together

Most bills are due once a month, and traditional budgeting works on a monthly basis, too. But employees tend to form their budgets around paychecks—which come semi-monthly, bi-weekly, or even weekly. This misalignment between income and expenses can lead to stressful financial mistakes.

A better way for employees to plan ahead

Even's Automatic Budgeting automatically finds and surfaces the bills becoming due during the current pay period, and shows the amount needed to cover those bills. This gives employees a clear picture of what they need for bills until their next paycheck arrives, so they can cover their expenses more reliably and with less stress.
“I’m still trying to learn how to budget. It’s hard, nobody taught me this.”

How even gets information about bills

When signing up for Even, an employee securely connects their bank account. Even’s custom-built machine learning software analyzes the employee’s bank transactions, and identifies recurring bills. In the Planning ahead section of the app, these bills are presented with all the relevant information, alongside the balance the employee will need to keep in their account to cover the bills.

Easy setup means more adoption

Even automatically identifies recurring bills without the employee having to do any manual setup work.

At-a-glance information on specific bills

A breakdown of a bill’s balance and payment history, giving insight into trends and fluctuations.

Get in touch with us at partners@even.com or visit www.even.com to learn more about the Even platform.